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6TH SENSE TECHNOLOGY
6th SENSE Technology recognises the amount of laundry, sets 
the right drying time accordingly and therefore provides resource 
optimisation.

WOOLMARK BLUE
The FreshCare+ tumble dryer allows to easily and safely dry all 
woolen garments. With the wool cycle which guarantees delicate 
drying that respects the beauty of the finest woolen sweaters 
labeled “hand wash”, maintaining them soft and smooth as new.
The cycle is endorsed by the Woolmark Company:  
A++ FreshCare+ Dryer gaining the prestigious 
Woolmark Blue Certification after a test on the percentage of 
felting.

WARRANTY
Guarantees peace of mind and value for money knowing that any 
product fault or defect is covered by full replacement to ensure 
the product works as described.

FRESHCARE+
You no longer need to adapt your schedule to the laundry chores 
and  to be present at the end of the cycle and to unload the dryer 
immediately. Whirlpool FRESHCARE+ dryer keeps clothes soft and 
fresh for hours after the cycle is complete protecting them from 
odours and creasing. Unloading the dryer is no longer so urgent 
and it’s finally possible to better manage your free time without 
giving up on freshness

STEAM REFRESH
Sometimes clothes are not dirty, yet they are not perfect. Refresh 
regenerates the freshness of your garments avoiding unnecessary 
washing. Clothes are ready to wear again in just 20 minutes.
In this special refreshing cycle, the dryer generates a flow of fresh 
air that penetrates into the fibers, removing unpleasant smells, 
relaxing fibers and smoothing creases*.

MAIN COLOUR FINISH White

TYPE Heatpump Dryer

DIMENSIONS W 595mm x H 849mm x D 649mm

DRYER CAPACITY        9Kg

DISPLAY LCD digital

CONTROL Electronic

DRUM CONSTRUCTION 120L Usable

TUB MATERIAL Stainless Steel

PROGRAMS (9) Eco Cotton, Mixed, Bed Linen,
Shirts, Sport, Duvet, Jeans, Easy Ironing, Refresh

CHILD LOCK Yes

REVERSE TUMBLE ACTION Yes

PROGRESS INDICATOR Yes (display)

COUNTDOWN INDICATOR Yes (digital display)

NOISE   64 dB(A)

ENERGY CONSUMPTION        152 KWh per year

ELECTRICAL INPUT 850 (W)

ENERGY RATING 8 stars

VOLTAGE 220-240V, 50Hz

TOTAL CURRENT 10A

NET WEIGHT 44 Kg

WARRANTY Two years parts and labour

WARRANTY 5 years
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